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Level schemes of 111Rh and 113Rh are proposed from the analysis of g-g-g coincidence data from a 252Cf
spontaneous fission source with Gammasphere. These schemes have the highest excitation energies and spins
yet established in these nuclei, as well as weakly populated bands not reported in earlier fission-g work. From
these data, information on shapes is inferred. By analogy with lighter Z=45 odd-even isotopes, tentative spins
and parities are assigned to members of several rotational bands. In this region triaxial nuclear shapes are
known to occur, and we carried out calculations for 111Rh and 113Rh with the triaxial-rotor-plus-particle model.
The 7/2+pg9/2 bands of both nuclei, as well as lighter isotopes studied by others, show similar signature
splitting. Our model calculations give a reasonable fit to the signature splitting, collective sidebands, and
transition probabilities at near-maximum triaxiality with g<28°. For the K=1/2+f431g band, experiment and
model calculations do not fit well, which is accounted for by greater prolate deformation of the K=1/2+ band,
a case of shape coexistence. Our data on 110,112Rh show no backbending and thus support the idea of the band
crossing in the ground band of the odd-A neighbors being due to alignment of an h11/2 neutron pair. In 111,113Rh
above the band crossing (spins <21/2") the ground band appears to split, with two similar branches. We
consider the possibility that chiral doubling may be involved, but there are not enough levels to determine that.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.69.024315 PACS number(s): 23.20.Lv, 21.10.2k, 25.85.Ca, 27.60.1j
I. INTRODUCTION
The fission-product Z=45 Rh isotopes are five protons be-
low the 50-proton closed shell and midway in the 50–82
neutron shells. They are in a region where nuclei are charac-
terized by shape coexistence, including triaxial shapes [1].
There has been considerable knowledge on the lower-spin
level schemes for b-decay studies of fission products, but we
shall not try to review this except for relevant work more
recent than the last Table of Isotopes [2], namely Lherson-
neau et al. [3] on levels of 111Rh and Kurpeta et al. [4] on
levels of 113Rh. Rather, we shall concentrate on the high-spin
yrast or near-yrast levels directly populated by fission. In
1997 Gilat presented a paper [5] for our collaboration en-
titled “Prompt Gamma Emission by 136,137I and 111,112,113Rh
Fission Fragments.” The abstract of this paper notes transi-
tions in 111Rh (24 transitions, from 162 to 792 keV), in 112Rh
(8 transitions, from 61 to 621 keV), and 113Rh (11 transi-
tions, from 212 to 718 keV). In 1999 Venkova et al. [6]
published studies of 107,109Rh isotopes from fission following
fusion of 28Si and 176Yb. In 2002 Fotiades et al. [7] pre-
sented a paper with results of similar fusion-fission work
with three different target-projectile combinations at Gam-
masphere. They showed in the conference abstract level
schemes for 106,108,110–112Rh and published in 2003. In 2002
Venkova et al. [8] published another paper on high-spin
structure of 109,111,113Rh isotopes. Our collaboration had
shown preliminary level schemes for 111–113Rh in a poster
session at the INPC2001 conference [9], but these have not
appeared in print. Thus, their fission-g level schemes and
ours were developed independently of each other. They show
good agreement on the main band, though our data reveal
more bands and extra levels. We also have some disagree-
ments, as will be discussed later. After seeing the 110Rh level
scheme of Fotiades et al. [7], we were able to extend it. We
probably have better statistics than the others and are able to
extend the bands higher in energy and spin.
In this paper, using our August and November 2000
multiple-coincidence 252Cf spontaneous-fission Gamma-
sphere data, we concentrate on the level structures of
111,113Rh to extend the yrast/near-yrast level systematics for
odd-even Rh isotopes from N=62 through 68. Spin and par-
ity assignments and configuration interpretations are pro-
posed for the observed levels, and level schemes are pre-
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sented. We also show data and present level schemes for the
neighboring odd-odd isotopes 110,112Rh. The level systemat-
ics and trends of level structure for Z=45 odd-even isotopes
are discussed. Graphs of kinetic moments of inertia vs rota-
tional frequency are shown to illustrate band-crossing fea-
tures. Graphs of spin vs rotational frequency are shown, and
they facilitate the analysis of the particle alignment associ-
ated with the bands. The bands in odd-odd 110,112Rh do not
show any backbending (band crossing) up past the rotational
frequency of backbending in the ground bands of the odd-
even neighbors. Thus, we will argue that the backbending is
likely the result of alignment of the h11/2 neutrons.
For ground-band and collective sideband levels below the
backbending we carried out model calculations with the
quasiparticle+triaxial-rotor model for a range of shape pa-
rameters b and g thus deriving best-fit values for the shape
parameters.
The odd-odd Rh isotopes are of great interest in that a
similar high-spin band is seen across a large range of neutron
numbers from 100Rh with 55 neutrons, according to Duffait
et al. [10] and Fotiades et al. [7], to 112Rh with 67 neutrons.
At the light end the bandhead is 8− and likely attributable to
the stretched-minus-one coupling of a half-filled g9/2 proton
subshell and an h11/2 neutron. For 57 neutrons the bandhead
becomes 6−, slightly lower than the 8− and with a 7− inter-
mediate state. Figure 10 of Duffait et al. [10] shows a similar
behavior in the 47-proton Ag isotones. Above spin 10 the
bands take on a more rotational character with generally in-
creasing transition energies. The neutron-rich sN.56d nuclei
of this region show bands indicative of deformed triaxial
shapes or softness toward triaxiality. Indeed this high-spin
isomeric band in the odd-odd nucleus 104Rh appears [11] to
show characteristics of chirality doubling proposed and de-
veloped theoretically by Frauendorf and co-workers [12].
Other examples put forth as chirality doubling are in the
odd-odd N=75 isotones [13] and specifically for 135Nd, an
even-odd nucleus [14]. We will discuss these chiral bands
further in the Discussion section of this paper.
II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
It is clear that measurement with a fission source, sponta-
neous or induced, and with a multi-g detection array is a
powerful method for studies of the high-spin structure of
neutron-rich nuclei [15]. For two weeks each in August and
November 2000 we made spontaneous-fission-g measure-
ments in Gammasphere with 102 Compton-suppressed Ge
detectors. A fission source of 252Cf with a strength of 62 mCi,
sandwiched between two Fe foils (10 mg/cm2) was mounted
in a 7.6 cm diameter polyethylene ball centered in the Gam-
masphere. More than 5.731011 triple and higher-fold events
were accumulated. The Radware software uses all folds of
three and higher to create a “Radware cube” of triple coin-
cidences [16].
We used typical (cf. Luo et al. [17]) methods of analysis
of triple-g coincidence, double gating first on known g tran-
sitions in the complementary fission fragments, in our case,
Z=53 iodine, then cross gating to include previously known
transitions in the Rh nucleus. Finally, we did double gating
on transitions within the Rh nucleus of interest. An effort
was made to determine transition energies and relative inten-
sities as accurately as possible. The energy calibration was
derived from known, well-determined (usually from b-decay
studies of individual fission fragments as evaluated and cited
in the 1996 Table of Isotopes [2]) energies of transitions in
our own spontaneous-fission data set. These results are in
good agreement with those determined from separate calibra-
tion measurements with familiar standards. Various double-
gated spectra, generated using Radford’s xmlev code [16] on
the “cube” of triple-g coincidences from all folds of three or
higher, were examined with the least-squares peak-fitting
code “ft n” of Radford’s gf3 program [16]. Transition ener-
gies and relative intensities were determined. For the differ-
ent double gates showing a particular transition we made a
weighted average of energy measurements to determine the
final values of energy.
Tables I and II list the energies and relative intensities
thus obtained for the assigned 111,113Rh transitions, respec-
tively. Tables III and IV are similar lists for 110,112Rh transi-
tions. From residuals of the energy calibration fit, a system-
atic error of ±0.1 keV is estimated. The statistical standard
deviations except for the weakest peaks are probably less
than this, but we are not able at present to obtain reliable
values from the fitting programs, probably because of the
data compression built into the standard Radware cube soft-
ware that we used. (We hope eventually to be able to obtain
and fit less compressed spectra and determine statistical stan-
dard deviations, resolve close-lying doublets, and examine
line shapes for Doppler broadening.) We report two signifi-
cant figures after the decimal point in the keV energy values
because they may be useful in testing energy sums and dif-
ferences in the proposed level schemes, even though the sys-
tematic standard deviation is probably around 0.1 keV. In
our figures of level schemes, however, we round to the near-
est 0.1 keV.
The tables also list transition energies reported in previous
publications or conference contributions, one by our collabo-
ration at the INPC2001 conference in July 2001 [9], two
(2002 and 2003) by Fotiades et al. [7], and another by Ven-
kova et al. [8]. Note that the first report of our collaboration
(1997) [5] assigned 29 transitions to 111Rh, whereas Table I
lists 72, which are 43 and 35 more transitions assigned than
in Refs. [7,8], respectively. Likewise, Gilat et al. [5] assigned
11 transitions to 113Rh, whereas Table II lists 61 now. We
find 48 more transitions in 113Rh than reported in Ref. [8]. In
112Rh our 1997 report, Gilat et al. [5], assigned 8 transitions;
Fotiades et al. [7] reported 10 transitions, whereas Table IV
now lists 20. This illustrates the dramatic enhancement over
six years in the spectroscopic knowledge on these isotopes.
Our older work was based on a 1995 Gammasphere experi-
ment, and the present paper makes use of a year 2000 Gam-
masphere experiment of more than three times the duration
and with a complement of a third more Ge detectors.
Some transition energies from b-decay work [3,4] are
also listed in the tables, but only where they are also seen as
prompt fission g’s in our fission work. In the above b-decay
work the energy uncertainties were listed as twice the stan-
dard deviation, which is about the 90% confidence level. We
are generally in agreement with previously reported energies
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within a standard deviation of energies from the b-decay and
fusion-fission work except for the strong transition from
9/2+ to 7/2+ ground state in 111Rh. Lhersonneau et al. re-
ported 211.4 keV, our earlier work posted at INPC2001 re-
ported 211.7 keV, the fusion-fission work of Venkova et al.
[8] gave 211.2 keV, and our Table I of this paper gives
211.70 keV. This discrepancy is not sufficiently large to up-
set any theoretical model comparisons, but it is instructive to
examine the problem to try to understand it. Fortunately,
there are a number of higher levels that decay to both the
initial and final states of the 9/2+ to 7/2+ ground state tran-
sition, so we can compare differences and check. Table V
lists such differences for all papers reporting energies to
0.1 keV. The 211.2s3dkeV measurement of Venkova et al.
[8] is within one standard deviation of the Lhersonneau et al.
[3] direct value but lower than our measurement and differs
from ours by nearly two standard deviations. It should be
pointed out that our spontaneous fission work and the fusion-
fission work suffers from possible interference with the
nearly identical energy for the same transition in 113Rh.
Thus, it is necessary to take considerable care in setting the
double gates. Although we probably have considerably better
statistics than either of the fusion-fission studies, our direct
value of 211.70 does seem a bit high. We then went back to
redetermine a strong calibration point, the 2-0 transition in
100Zr in the same fission-g data set. The Table of Isotopes
reports an energy of 212.530s9dkeV, and our redetermination
gave 212.54 keV. It is worth noting that the energy values of
Ref. [8] for most transitions below 500 keV are systemati-
cally lower by around 0.5 keV compared to our values for
the same transitions. Thus, we have not modified our own
determinations in the data tables and for the level scheme.
There are too many complexities of these rhodium spectra
TABLE I. Fission-g transitions in 111Rh.
Eg Rel. Int. Egf9g Egf8g Egf7g Egf3g Band
78.57 3.2 78.7 8
91.41 1.3 91.3 5-8
107.42 1-6
136.75 2.9 136.9 5-8
161.24 1.5 161.4 1
161.79 12.3 161.8 161 162 7-6
172.45 2.9 173 172.6 5
185.54 0.5 185.5 5-8
189.0 188.8
189.22 189.1 3-8
211.70 100 211.7 211 211 211.4 1
223.04 0.7 222.9 5
223.73 223.9 224 1
224.39 224.4 224 224 1
224.83 23.2 224.8 224 225 1
240.14 2.1 240 240.0 3
242.65 9.9 242.7 242 242 7
251.58 1.9 251.5 251 1
268.42 0.9 268.1
279.67 31.2 279.7 279 280 1
295.44 5.1 295.4 295 295 7
303.69 23.8 303.6 8
313.58 4.3 313.6 313 313 7
316.02 316.0 1
354.38 3.9 354.4 354 354 6
355.43 0.9 355 5
355.66 355.7 5-1
361.03 361 361 361 7
377.82 3.2 377.8 378 1
381.79 0.5 5
382.21 7.2 382.0 8
395.1 0.3 395.0 5
397.15 23.3 397.1 397 397 6-1
402.04 4.1 402.0 402.0 402 6
409.54 409.4 1
410.76 16.9 410.8 411 411 6
417.22 7
435.63 1.3 436 3
442.86 12.8 442.9 442 443 1
491.36 14.8 491.4 491 491 1
504.49 22.8 504.5 504 504 1
522.53 0.7 522 5
529.31 4.7 529.3 529 529 6
538.14 1.3 538 7
539.22 539.2 1
549.53 3.5 549.4 550 549 1
567.65 567.5 5
576.32 1.2 576.4 1
576.94 6.5 576.9 577 577 6
589.56 0.9 591 3
608.76 1.5 6
609.06 1.2 608 7
TABLE I. (Continued.)
Eg Rel. Int. Egf9g Egf8g Egf7g Egf3g Band
629.34 1.8 629.3 1
653.29 2.0 653.3 6
657.66 2.3 657.8 658 658 6-1
661.01 0.6 660.9 1
667.32 9.1 667.3 667 667 1
667.68 6.6 667.7 667.0 668 1
668.33 0.6 668 5
674.66 0.8 675 7
725.35 1.1 725.4 1
729.32 1.3 729.2 7-1
737.79 6.6 737.8 738 1
765.36 5.5 765.2 765 765 6
773.26 7.4 773.3 774 1
773.84 1.7 773.8 774 773 1
778.0 7
791.34 0.4 5
791.94 3.7 791.8 792 792 6-1
800.4 0.6 800.3 1
807.72 0.4 6-1
882.81 1.2 883 6-1
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for the standard deviations on intensities to be meaningful,
so they are not listed. Furthermore, there are several transi-
tions so close in energy as to be unresolvable, and no inten-
sity value is listed in a table. We estimate that the more
intense transitions have intensity standard deviations of
around 20% and the weaker transitions around 80%.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Coincidence spectra
Figures 1–4 show a sample of the many double-gated
coincidence spectra used to analyse these data. They are
spectra from 111Rh, 113Rh, 110Rh, and 112Rh, respectively.
Transitions of these rhodium isotopes and their iodine fission
partners are seen in the figures. When we began these
rhodium studies several years ago, we had the advantage of
prior knowledge of lower-spin states from b-decay studies
and close analogies with studies of lighter-mass rhodium iso-
topes. In the meantime there have appeared publications by
other independent groups, as cited in the Introduction. We
have been able to cross-check and build on their results or
modify them.
TABLE II. Fission-g transitions in 113Rh.
Eg Rel. Int. Egf9g Egf8g Egf4g Band
88.17 5.4 88.1 8
185.82 4.5 185.8 5
206.10 0.6 206.2 3-8
211.70 100 212 212 211.7 1
227.68 0.7 227.6 8
232.28 20.7 232 232 232.3 1
233.69 2.2 233.9 5
236.0 1
240.65 15.8 241 240 1
244.0 1
244.48 7.3 245 245 1
252.95 1.1 253 1
262.55 2.2 262 1
263.17 20.3 263.2 8
313.35 2.7 313 2
315.73 8
330.45 0.9 2
332.97 0.3 5
337.58 5.1 337.6 5-8
347.84 2.6 348 348 6
351.44 6.9 351.2 8
351.65 1.3 6
356.1 2
357.67 5.1 358 2-1
359.26 6.2 359 358 6-1
365.33 5.2 366 365 6
367.25 0.2 367.1 8-1
367.67 1.0 368 1
373.09 0.5 6
389.36 1.7 389 6
391.18 8.4 391 391 1
424.26 1.2 5
432.26 1.9 433 1
433.82 3-8
435.24 1
443.95 18.9 444 444 443.9 1
455.34 6.6 455 454 1
472.93 19.3 473 472 1
483.04 0.6 482.0 5-8
560.54 8
571.0 0.9 6
571.07 1.8 571.1 5-8
599.45 1.2 600 6-1
600.7 0.7 600.5 5
611.45 0.5 612 1
620.35 0.4 621 1
631.65 5.2 632 631 1
635.55 14.4 636 636 1
643.66 0.5 2
671.27 0.3 1
679.33 0.3 1
685.32 1.6 686 1
TABLE II. (Continued.)
Eg Rel. Int. Egf9g Egf8g Egf4g Band
686.57 0.3 687 2
694.87 1.4 695 1
699.76 2.5 700 699 1
713.40 0.6 714 6
717.66 5.0 717 718 1
724.60 2.2 725 6-1
724.95 0.3 6
737.34 1.1 737 476 6
740.95 0.3 6
785 785.0 3
840.3 6-1
949.61 0.9 6-1
TABLE III. Fission-g transitions in 110Rh.
Eg Rel. Int. Egf7g02 Egf7g03 Band
58.88 .180 1
65.82 .130 1
159.26 100 159.1 1
186.80 53.1 187 186.6 1
258.02 13.1 258 257.8 1
299.88 23.9 300 299.5 1
346.14 1.3 1
362.34 7.9 362 362.2 1
375.34 2.8 375 374.8 1
486.65 5.6 486 486.0 1
557.85 5.9 558 557.5 1
620.33 10.9 620 620.1 1
737.54 1.4 737 737.3 1
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B. Level schemes
By using the high statistics afforded by a month of Gam-
masphere running in year 2000 our collaboration has been
able to enhance and extend our previous level schemes. With
our transition-energy data of column 1 of Tables I–IV, we
have used the least-squares program GTOL [18] to give a
statistically optimum set of energy values for the levels of
our proposed schemes, given in Figs. 5–7 for 111Rh, 113Rh,
and 110,112Rh, respectively. The numbering of the bands fol-
lows that of Venkova et al. [6] for 107,109Rh wherever
possible.
1. 111Rh
Band (1) of 111Rh reaches 3933.4 keV, s31/2+d sa=
−1/2d and 4249.3 keV, s33/2+d sa= +1/2d. These are the
highest spins and excitations so far observed in these
neutron-rich Rh isotopes. Band crossings are thus clearly ob-
served for the first time in both signature members of this
g9/2 band. Band (5) extends to 2905.1 keV s23/2+d level, and
three levels of its a= +1/2 branch are newly observed for
fission data. Band (6) reaching 2604.2 keV s23/2+d and band
(7) reaching 3742.5 keV s29/2 ,31/2d differ from those re-
ported in Ref. [8]. Since the rotational sequence is built in
band (6) up to the 2604.2 keV s23/2+d level, the 402.0 and
576.9 keV transitions definitely belong to band (6), which
were reported to be decay-out transitions of band (7) in Ref.
[8]. Band (7) consists of two signature partners with four
weak crossover transitions identified. Thus, the bandhead
of band (7) is 2112.7 keV s19/2 ,21/2d level. The
1950.9 keV s19/2+d level shown in Ref. [8] as the bandhead
of band (7) is found to be a level of band (6). Our fission data
added two more levels, 1168.6 and 1758.2 keV, to band (3).
Spin/parity assignments are based on the decay work [3,4]
for the low-lying levels and the assumptions of rotational
sequences for those built on them. Spin 7/2 or 9/2 could be
assigned to the new 1168.6 keV level of band (3). However,
9/2 is more likely, since a 7/2 level would be expected to
decay also to the 3/2− band member at 681.9 keV. Band (8),
known from b-decay work with two levels, is observed here
for the first time using fission data.
Now look more closely at the differences between the
level scheme of our Fig. 5 for 111Rh and Fig. 3 of Venkova et
al. [8], which is more extensive than that of Fotiades et al.
[7]. They define a band (band 2) of two levels, decaying into
the 25/2+ level of ground band (1), whereas we have those
two levels, now with crossover transitions, as a continuation
of band (1). We have an additional weak transition from our
designated bandhead of band (7), namely a 729.3 keV tran-
sition to the 17/2+ state of ground band (1). Our scheme
requires there being two pairs of g rays that would be unre-
solvable in a singles spectrum (576.4 and 576.9 keV) and
TABLE V. g-ray energy difference tests in 111Rh.
Gamma 1 Gamma 2 Diff. Ref. Comments
382.0 170.6 211.4 Lherssoneau98
567.5 355.7 211.8 Lherssoneau98
632.4 420.9 211.5 Lherssoneau98
1038.9 827.4 211.5 Lherssoneau98
1898.1 1686.3 211.8 Lherssoneau98 Weak
2034.1 1822.3 211.8 Lherssoneau98
490.7 279.2 211.5 Venkova02
491.36 279.67 211.69 Present work
608.76 397.15 211.61 Present work Weak
567.65 355.66 211.99 Present work Weak
TABLE IV. Fission-g transitions in 112Rh.
Eg Rel. Int. Egf9g Egf7g02 Egf7g03 Band
60.58 .200 1
159.16 100 159 158.9 1
183.03 55.9 183 183 182.8 1
241.98 8.4 242 242 241.7 1
268.55 29.5 269 268 268.3 1
327.96 6.9 328 328 327.8 1
335.4 1
342.42 3.7 1
343.68 2.0 343 1
362.43 3.1 363 362 362.1 1
399.66 3.1 400 2-1
427.52 1.5 427 2
451.46 5.1 451 451.2 1
486.47 1.6 487 1
510.7 511 510.0 510.2 1
569.86 10.3 570 570 569.7 1
690.56 5.1 691 690 690.2 1
706.08 4.4 706 1
821.77 822 1
830.10 830 1
FIG. 1. A double-gated, triple-coincidence g
spectrum for 111Rh analysis.
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(161.3 and 161.8 keV). We have, however, done careful
background subtractions and used several combinations of
double gates to convince ourselves of the correctness of our
level scheme.
We also see four crossover transitions in band 7 not re-
ported in Ref. [8] but given in the 2002 abstract of Ref. [7].
We see one more level, the spin 3/2− of band (3) at
681.9 keV, previously reported in b-decay. There may be
some uncertainty in our relative intensities for those transi-
tions in triple cascades populated by b decay, but we believe
that the transitions in our level scheme of Fig. 5 all arise, for
the most part, from prompt fission-g transitions.
2. 113Rh
The level scheme of 113Rh is well developed in compari-
son with other reports and quite similar to that of 111Rh.
Venkova et al. [8] report (their Fig. 4) only band (1) to
s21/2+d and band (6) to s17/2+d with only one depopulating
transition, in contrast to our seven-level band. All of their
levels are confirmed except for their s17/2+d in band (6),
where we do not observe their 476 keV transition. Band (1)
of 113Rh now reaches to s33/2+d, almost the same excitation
as does band (1) of 111Rh. Band (6) now extends to
2398.5 keV s21/2+d, with four weak crossover transitions
identified. Bands (2), (5), (8), and possibly also band (3) are
observed for the first time using fission data, previous reports
having come from b-decay work. Note that our spontaneous
fission evidently populates this isotope more heavily than
does the fusion-fission reaction from 18O on 208Pb.
Band (2) is remarkable in that its three upper levels are
very close in energy to levels of the same spin in band (1).
This behavior suggests it as a candidate for chiral doubling,
but there is insufficient evidence. The only identified decay
out of band (2) is to the 19/2+ level of band (1), and the
multipolarity of the transition is undetermined. Thus, the par-
ity could be negative if the transition were E1. The spins in
band (2) could also be one unit higher if the transition were
pure E2.
3. 110,112Rh
Based on the work of Fotiades et al. [7], the level
schemes of 110,112Rh are extended to both higher- and lower-
spin levels and crossover transitions are identified in both
nuclei. Three low-energy transitions 58.9, 65.8, and
60.6 keV are observed. Total internal conversion coefficients
(ICCs) of these low-energy transitions were determined
based on the intensity balance of two cascading transitions in
spectra gated at the feeding transition above. From the ratio
of photon intensities in the coincidence spectra we can de-
termine total conversion coefficients if we know the multi-
polarity of one of the transitions. The only consistent solu-
tion for 110Rh is to assume the 58.9 keV transition at the
bottom of the band to be E1, which has a theoretical total
ICC of 0.665. From that we determine a total ICC of 1.49(5)
for the 65.8 keV transition above it and 0.09(5) for the
159.3 keV transition above that. (The numbers in parenthe-
ses are rough statistical standard deviations.) From this we
determine that the latter two transitions are mixed M1-E2
transitions. By gating on our Radware cubes with different
time gates (time to digital converter) we determine that the
lowest transition, the 65.8 keV, has a half-life of 16s4dns, a
retarded E1. By the same method in 112Rh, assuming the
60.6 keV transition at the bottom of the band is E1 with
theoretical total ICC of 0.614, we obtained a total ICC of
0.10(4) and 0.06(3) for the 159.2 and the 183.0 keV transi-
tion, respectively. The latter two transitions are thus also
M1/E2 mixtures. Multipolarities of these low-energy transi-
tions confirm the spin/parity assignments to the lowest-lying
levels. The assignments for higher-spin levels are based on
analogies to those of lighter isotopes.
C. Interpretations for the bands of 111Rh and 113Rh
The most prominent feature in both nuclei is the ground
band (1), where we show the two signature partners horizon-
tally displaced for clarity. This band is quite similar in both
nuclei. The lowest transition is nearly identical in energy for
FIG. 2. A double-gated, triple-coincidence g
spectrum for 113Rh analysis.
FIG. 3. A double-gated, triple-coincidence g
spectrum for 110Rh analysis.
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the two nuclei, and higher-level spacings are also similar.
The sign of the signature splitting is that expected for a band
based on an odd g9/2 proton. As we shall discuss in a later
section, the signature splitting of bands (1) and (6) is indica-
tive of a shape slightly on the prolate side of maximal triaxi-
ality. The cascade transitions are of comparable intensity to
the competing crossover transitions. We cannot use the
simple Clebsch-Gordan branching ratios for E2 transitions
where the angular momentum projection K is a good quan-
tum number, since the nuclear shape for band (1) is so tri-
axial as to cause considerable K mixing. For 111Rh and 113Rh
we have neither internal conversion nor angular correlation
data to determine the M1/E2 ratios in the cascade transi-
tions. However, for the low-energy transitions at the bottom
of the main bands in 110Rh and 112Rh we have been able to
measure total ICCs and determine multipolarities and a life-
time, as we discussed above. For the odd-A isotopes the raw
cascade-to-crossover intensity ratios make it likely that the
cascades are predominantly M1. The strong M1’s are to be
expected given the fact that the odd g9/2 proton will have a
much larger magnetic g factor than the collective rotation g
factors. In both nuclei there is a backbending that sets in
above the 21/2 level s111Rhd or the 19/2 level s113Rhd. Figure
8 is a backbending plot (kinetic moment of inertia vs rota-
tional frequency) for the Rh nuclei studied here, where we
have included 109Rh from Venkova et al. [6], augmented by
one additional higher transition we measured, establishing
the backbending point for 109Rh. The backbending frequency
moves monotonically lower with increasing neutron number.
The lack of backbending in our 112Rh main band, where
there would be blocking by an odd neutron, suggests that the
backbending signifies a neutron pair breaking in the odd-A
isotopes of Rh. Comparison with nearby even-even and
even-odd nuclei suggests that the pair breaking is in the h11/2
orbital, since the backbending frequency and aligned angular
momentum is comparable to that in the odd-even rhodiums.
This suggestion is also supported by the aligned angular mo-
mentum, which is deduced from Fig. 9.
Next we call attention to bands (6) and (8). In both odd-A
nuclei that we studied bands (6) have 11/2+ bandheads close
in energy to the 11/2+ excited level in the ground bands (1).
The 3/2+ bandheads of bands (8) lie even lower. At first we
thought of bands (6) and (8) as g-vibrational bands. How-
ever, one notes a strange behavior in that the band (6) band-
FIG. 4. A double-gated, triple-coincidence g
spectrum for 112Rh analysis.
FIG. 5. Proposed level scheme
for 111Rh. We include only levels
populated by prompt g rays fol-
lowing spontaneous fission of
252Cf. That is, we do not show
levels and transitions assigned
from b-decay studies alone. The
prompt g spectra generally popu-
late yrast and near-yrast levels, in
contrast to b decay.
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heads have a very weak E2 transition to the ground state.
Band (8) decays by enhanced E2 to the ground state. We
claim that bands (1), (6), and (8) are a collective family with
triaxial deformation. The triaxiality produces much K mixing
and different transition branching ratios from those in purely
spheroidal nuclei. In the analysis of Gelberg et al. [19] on
125Xe the signature pattern of the yrast band could be
matched by two triaxial shapes, one on the prolate side and
another on the oblate side. The yrare band was used to decide
between triaxial solutions on prolate and oblate sides of
maximum triaxiality. In the xenon case the sideband analo-
gous to our 11/2+ band had a very weak signature splitting,
and of an opposite sign to that of the main band. They simply
called it the yrare band. In the odd-A rhodiums the 11/2+
yrare bands both have weak signature splitting of opposite
sign to the main band. In our model calculations in a later
section we show that the signature splitting, bandhead ener-
gies, and branching ratios for the odd-A rhodium isotopes are
natural consequences of the triaxial shape, slightly on the
prolate side.
Bands (6) and (8) we would suggest are collective bands
associated with the ground band and the strongly triaxial
shape; they would correlate to g-vibrational bands in the
axially symmetric limit. Lhersonneau et al. [3] in their Table
FIG. 6. Proposed level scheme
for 113Rh. See Fig. 5 legend for
further remarks.
FIG. 7. Proposed level scheme for 110,112Rh.
See Fig. 5 legend for further remarks.
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IV show E2 transitions from band (8) to the ground band
enhanced by factors of six or more over the single-particle
lifetimes. This strongly suggests that bands (8) and (1) are in
a collective family. Before presenting our computer model-
ing results for a single quasiproton in a triaxial well, it may
be useful to look at rotational moments of inertia within the
old model of an odd-proton hole coupled to a prolate sphe-
roidal core, ignoring the K mixing induced by the triaxiality.
The rotational energy may be written as
EsI,Ktot,Kgamd = AperpfIsI + 1d − Ktot
2 g + AparKgam
2
, s1d
where I is the total angular momentum, Ktot is the total pro-
jection on the long scylindricald axis, Kgam is the collective
srotationald angular momentum along the long axis, and
Aperp and Apar the rotational constants perpendicular and
parallel to the long axis, respectively. We omit a rota-
tional energy term that is the same in all members of the
bands in a collective family Aperpfjsj+1d−V2g, where j is
the particle sholed angular momentum, in this case 9/2,
and V is its projection on the long axis, here 7/2. There-
fore, our first-order calculation using Eq. s1d estimates the
rotational constants Aperp from the spacing between ground
and the average of the two lowest 11/2 states, assumed
degenerate before mixing. We get Aperp of 27.5 keV for
111Rh and 25.4 keV for 113Rh. It is easy to show from Eq.
s1d that degeneracy dictates a ratio of Apar /Aperp of 4.5,
independent of particle j. For comparison the even-even
triaxial nucleus 106Mo, based on the energies of the first
two 2+ states and Eq. s1d, has Aperp of 28.6 keV and a ratio
Apar /Aperp of 5.7. If we apply Eq. s1d and these rotational
constants to calculate the energy of the first 3 /2+ state, the
energies come out too high s.400 keVd. However, the
triaxial-rotor model calculations we present later show the
3/2+ band s5d at about the energy observed experimen-
tally.
Band (5) is well populated in 111Rh up to spin 23/2+, but
only levels up to 9/2+ are seen in 113Rh. This irregularly
spaced K=1/2 band in 107Rh has been nicely fitted by Ven-
kova et al. [6] and shown in their Fig. 10. Kurpeta et al. [4]
in their Table III give a fit for this band in both 111Rh and
113Rh. Their best-fit parameters are rotational constants of
19.6 and 20.0 keV, respectively, and staggering (decoupling)
parameters of −33.65 and −26.83 keV, respectively. Lher-
sonneau et al. [3] measured lifetimes of the analogous band-
head in the 109,111Rh isotopes to show E2 transitions to
ground 7/2+ as retarded. This information makes clear that
band (5) is the intruder state 1/2[431] from the major shell
above. The decoupling parameter indicates g7/2 predominat-
ing over d5/2 in the composition of this odd-proton state. This
intruder orbital is strongly prolate driving, and thus we
would expect the total deformation of this band to be greater
than that of the other bands, another case of shape coexist-
ence.
In 111Rh our data reveal five levels of a K=1/2− band,
designated band (3). The b-decay work of Lhersonneau et al.
[3] shows the lowest three levels of this band, and they mea-
sured the half-life of the 1/2− bandhead at 492.9 keV as
6.8s4d ns. They calculate that this half-life corresponds to
6.5310−6 single-particle units for E1 decay to the 3/2+
bandhead of the K=3/2 band at 303.7 keV. The K=1/2−
band is probably the prolate 1/2[301] band. The spacing is
irregular, as usual, for K=1/2 bands with close-lying 3/2 and
5/2 members. If the band were pure p1/2, the 3/2 and 5/2
would be degenerate. As discussed in Sec. 4.2.2 of Lherson-
neau et al. [3], the 3/2 and 5/2 were also measured in earlier
studies. Some admixture of p3/2 and f5/2 into band (3) is to be
expected and would account for breaking the doublet degen-
eracy of the 3/2 and 5/2 members. There are too few known
levels in this band to determine possible triaxiality. In 113Rh
we tentatively assign one level at 785.1 keV to band (3), the
1/2[301] band, but the spin and band assignment is uncertain.
Extrapolation from the level systematics Fig. 4 of Lherson-
neau et al. [3] supports this idea. Earlier authors sometimes
discuss band (3) as a spherical coupling of p1/2 proton with
core vibrational states. Our identification of the 1168.6 and
1758.2 keV states in 111Rh as members of the band would
argue more for a spheroidal shape, since the band spacings
are not constant but increasing with spin.
FIG. 8. Band-crossing (backbending) plot for 109,111,113Rh, that
is, kinetic moment of inertia vs frequency. The plot is for the +1/2
signature partners in all cases. Data for 109Rh are from induced-
fission-g work in Eurogam, except for our one additional transition
at the top of the band. Note that the band crossing tends toward
lower frequencies as the mass number increases.
FIG. 9. Plot of spin vs frequency for 111,113Rh ground band
+1/2 signature partner. This type of plot shows about eight units of
aligned angular momentum from the spin displacement at the
middle of the backbend. We believe the data confirm the idea that it
is alignment of a neutron pair in the h11/2 orbital that is responsible
for the band crossing.
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Band (7) in 111Rh and band (2) in 113Rh we originally
assigned in analogy to bands of those numbers in the lighter
rhodiums identified in the work of Venkova et al. [6]. It
seems likely that these are three-quasiparticle bands closely
related to the ground band (1) and yrare band (6), into which
they feed. The close proximity of levels of the same spin and
parity raise the intriguing question whether the bands could
partly be chiral doublets of the part of bands (1) above the
backbend.
D. Level systematics of the Z=45 odd-even isotopes
Figure 10 shows the systematics of rotational spacings in
band (1) in odd-A rhodiums from mass 107 through 113.
This is an extension of the ground-band part of Fig. 4 of
Lhersonneau et al. [3]. There seems to be a great similarity,
with gradually decreasing spacing as the mass number in-
creases. The smooth evolution of the levels with changing
neutron numbers supports the spin/parity assignments. In
107Rh the measurements do not go high enough to observe
the backbending, but the systematics of the other three nuclei
show a monotonic lowering of the backbending frequency as
the mass increases.
IV. TRIAXIAL-ROTOR-PLUS-QUASIPARTICLE
MODEL CALCULATIONS
A. The model
Although a superficial look at the yrast cascades of
111–113Rh seems to indicate strong coupling, the large signa-
ture splitting and a few unusual g branching ratios point to
the presence of triaxial deformation. To see whether at least
the properties of the yrast states of band (1) below the back-
bend, a few yrare states in band (6), and the collective side-
band (8) can be described by the rigid triaxial-rotor-plus-
particle model [20–22] we tried calculations based on this
model. Triaxial-rotor-plus-particle calculations for 107Rh
have also been carried out in Ref. [6]. The details of the
model we used can be found in Ref. [21]. We will only
sketch the main features of the model. The nuclear shape is
described by the conventional deformation parameters b and
g [23]; we did not assume a hexadecapole deformation. The
rotor-plus-particle Hamiltonian is
H = Hsp + Hpair + o
k=1,2,3
"2
2Qk
sIk − jkd2, s2d
where Hsp is the single-particle Hamiltonian in a triaxially
deformed mean field and Hpair is the pairing Hamiltonian.
I and j are the total and particle angular momenta, respec-
tively. The hydrodynamical moments of inertia
Qk = Q0
4
3
sin2 Sg + 2p3 kD s3d
have been used. The so-called Lund convention for sb ,gd is
used f21g. In order not to confuse the reader, the parameters
given in the results of the fit respect the more widely used
“Copenhagen” convention, according to which bø0 and
0łgł60° define the shape of a triaxial rotor with collec-
tive rotation. The triaxial rotor is called “rigid” because b
and g are constant throughout the calculation sc numbersd
or, in other words, there is no vibrational motion. As a
consequence, the core has no excited 0+ state. Although
the codes employed in this work f24,25g allow the use of
variable moments of inertia f20g, in order to reduce the
number of free parameters, we used only a constant mo-
ment of inertia. The basis states of the Hamiltonian s1d are
f23g
uIMKnl =˛2I + 1
16p2
fDMK
I fn + s− 1dI+KDM−K
I f˜ ng , s4d
where fn is the single-particle wave function. It contains
Nilsson orbitals with different values of the particle projec-
tion quantum number V. Due to the triaxial deformation, V
and the projection K of the total angular momentum I are not
good quantum numbers and KÞV; f˜ is the time reversal
conjugate of f. The single-particle states are the eigenfunc-
tions of a deformed harmonic oscillator potential. We used
the so-called stretched intrinsic coordinates f26g. The stan-
dard Nilsson parameters m and k f24g have been used. The
single-particle basis contains 15 deformed basis states sNils-
son orbitalsd. They include all the Nilsson orbitals originat-
ing from 1g9/2, 1g7/2, 2d5/2, and 2d3/2. Pairing is introduced
via standard BCS. The Fermi energy and the pairing gap are
determined as functions of the isoscalar and isovector pairing
strengths f23g, i.e., they are not free parameters. The model
contains also a Coriolis attenuation factor. The model is able
to calculate E2 and M1 transition matrix elements. Only the
core contribution to BsE2d is considered. In the M1 calcula-
tion the spin g factor is quenched by a factor of 0.75.
B. Results
The main fit parameters are the deformation parameters b
and g and the energy of the first excited core state Es2+d. The
FIG. 10. Systematics of level spacings in the ground band (1)
for odd-A rhodiums 107–113.
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latter is equivalent to the moment-of-inertia parameter Q0. It
would of course be naive to take Es2+d just equal to the
excitation energy of the closest Ru or Pd core, since a qua-
siparticle is a mixture of a particle and a hole state. Besides,
we may expect that the core is polarized by the last valence
particle. The parameters b ,g, and Es2+d have been fitted to
the excitation energies and to several important branching
ratios. The Coriolis attenuation has been fixed at j=0.8. The
usual values of the pairing parameters GN0=19.2 and GN1
=7.4 have been taken. No effective charge of E2 transitions
has been considered. During the fit particular attention has
been paid to the signature splitting function SsId, which is
extremely sensitive to g. This function is defined as
SsId =
EsId − EsI − 1d
EsId − EsI − 2d
IsI + 1d − sI − 2dsI − 1d
IsI + 1d − sI − 1dI
− 1. s5d
We explored the b-g plane for several plausible values of
Es2+d. We tried to achieve an acceptable compromise in re-
producing the absolute values of the excitation energies, the
signature splitting, and several branching ratios. As men-
tioned in Sec. III C, the small values of BsE2;11/22
→7/21d, the transition from the bandhead of yrare band (6),
is a peculiar feature of both investigated nuclei, as well as
lighter-mass odd-A nuclei. Therefore, we tried to obtain a
good fit of the branching ratios of the yrare 11/22
+ states. The
fitted parameters are Es2+d=0.31 MeV, b=0.28, and g
=28° for 111Rh and Es2+d=0.3 MeV, b=0.27, and g=28°
for 113Rh. The half-life of the 9/2 state at 212 keV in 113Rh,
namely T1/2=0.21s13d ns is given in Ref. [4], with a conver-
sion coefficient aK=0.06. A BsE2;9 /21→7/21d=100 WU
was extracted. Our calculation predicts BsE2d=86 WU. This
shows that our choice of b was realistic. As expected, the
parameters for the two Rh isotopes are nearly the same. A
comparison of theoretical and experimental excitation ener-
gies of 111Rh and 113Rh can be seen in Figs. 11 and 12,
respectively. The fit of yrast states in both nuclei is rather
good, although there are a few discrepancies. In 113Rh, in
which several yrare states are known, the fit is satisfactory up
to 15/22, but the theoretical energies of higher-lying states
are too large. Anyway, we should keep in mind that we deal
with a one-quasiparticle model, so that the calculation is
valid only below the backbending region.
The signature-splitting function for the two nuclei can be
seen in Figs. 13 and 14. A better fit of SsId would have been
obtained for slightly smaller values of g, but the agreement
of the other observables would have deteriorated. One can
notice an anomaly at th beginning of the experimental
signature-splitting plot of 113Rh (Fig. 14). The value of SsId
for I=13/2 is very small, in contrast to 111Rh.
The branching ratios are shown in Table VI. The model
reproduces only roughly the branchings in 111Rh, while the
agreement is better in the case of 113Rh. The weakness of the
11/22→7/21 transition is satisfactorily reproduced in both
nuclei. We can understand the reason for this quenching by
examining the wave functions. It happens that the main core
component in the wave functions of both the initial and final
states is the 21
+ core state. Therefore, the E2 transition
strength is mainly dictated by the diagonal E2 reduced ma-
trix element, which vanishes for g=30°. On the contrary, the
main core component of the 9/21 state is the 0+ state of the
core, therefore BsE2;11/22→9/21d is large. As a rule, tran-
sitions between the unfavored yrare and unfavored yrast lev-
FIG. 11. Theoretical and experimental excitation energies of
111Rh. The parameters used are Es2+d=0.31 MeV, b=0.28, and g
=28° for 111Rh.
FIG. 12. Theoretical and experimental excitation energies of
113Rh. The parameters used are Es2+d=0.3 MeV, b=0.27, and g
=28° for 113Rh.
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els are hindered. For instance, in 111Rh, the model calcula-
tion gives BsE2;15/22→11/21d=8 e2 fm4. For the sake of
comparison, BsE2;15/22→13/21d=44 e2 fm4 and
BsE2;15/22→13/22d=2048 e2 fm4. This effect is also a sig-
nature of the triaxial deformation [22]. A general feature of
the DI=1 transitions between yrast states with opposite sig-
natures is the clear M1 dominance. If we examine the single-
particle structure of the wave functions, we notice that most
yrast states are dominated by components with K=7/2. The
strongest component of the intrinsic wave function of the
bandhead is the unljVl= u4492 72 l Nilsson orbital (asymptotic
quantum numbers 7 /2+f413g). This explains why the level
scheme looks so mush like strong coupling to a spheroidal
shape. As far as the yrare states, band (6), are concerned, the
lower ones are dominated by K=11/2, but the structure
changes gradually when we go higher in spin. In both nuclei
we notice the presence of low lying 3/2+ states (bandheads).
In 111Rh, as mentioned above, the 3/2+ state at 395.1 keV
belongs to a K=1/2 band. Our calculation shows such a K
=1/2 band based on the 1/2+f431g orbital. The 3/2+
→7/2+ transition to the ground band is strongly hindered
[3]. The calculation gives BsE2;3 /2→7/2d=6 e2 fm4,
which is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than for the
strong E2’s. However, the experimental value is BsE2d
=0.40s6d e2 fm4, i.e., the transition is further hindered by
one order of magnitude. Moreover, the fit of the excitation
energies of this band is not good. These features are in agree-
ment with the hypothesis that this band has a different defor-
mation (see Sec. III C). A band with the 3/2+ bandhead at
263.2 keV is present in 113Rh. According to the calculation,
the 5/2+ state of the band could not be populated if it were
dominated by K=1/2. The calculation shows a 3/2+ band-
head with Kdom=3/2, which has the same main intrinsic
component as the ground state with Kdom=7/2. This intrinsic
configuration is 7 /2+f413g. This unexpected feature is due to
the different alignments of the core rotational angular mo-
mentum. (In a quantum-mechanical triaxial rotor, the angular
momentum must not be oriented along an intrinsic axis.) If
we look at the projection R3 of the core angular momentum
on the quantization axis, we find that ˛kR32l has the values
1.87 for the 3/2+ state and only 0.59 for the ground state.
This is consistent with the above interpretation. As a matter
of fact, the states of the yrare band with Kdom=11/2 also
have an intrinsic particle configuration with 7/2+f413g as the
main component.
The question may be asked whether the fitted values of
the deformation parameter g are unique. In the case of odd-
A Xe and Ba isotopes [19] the yrast signature splitting was
correctly described not only for g<24°, but also for a value
situated in the 30° łgł60° interval. However, the yrare
signature splitting was correctly described only by the lower
value of g, and thus the ambiguity was removed. In order to
answer this question, we started increasing g in the calcula-
tion of 111Rh. At the beginning, this led to a deterioration of
the signature splitting. At g=36° the 9/2+ state became
ground state. We managed to bring back the ground state at
7 /2+ by increasing the b deformation, but the signature split-
ting got even worse. Increasing b to 0.4 did not help. We did
not try to further increase b to physically unrealistic values.
This procedure was repeated for g=40°, 50°, and 60°, re-
spectively, and the result was always the same. Apparently,
the data cannot be fitted with 30° łgł60°. A final remark
concerning the deformation parameter g is that the idea of
rigid deformation is a bit too simple. The properties of non-
axially-symmetric nuclei are better described by g-soft mod-
els. It has been proposed to consider the fitted value of g as
an effective parameter [27].
C. Possible chiral doubling effects in 111Rh and 113Rh
Above spin 21/2 in the ground bands of 111Rh and 113Rh
there is a backbending (band crossing) continuing at higher
TABLE VI. g-ray intensity ratios; spins without index refer to
yrast states.
Ratio 111Rh 113Rh
Theory Expt. Theory Expt.
Is11/2→9/2d / Is11/2→7/2d 1.33 2.1 1.3 1.1
Is13/2→11/2 / Is13/2→9/2d 0.45 1 0.80 0.84
Is15/2→13/2d/Is15/2→11/2d 0.82 1.9 0.66 1.61
Is11/22→9/2d / Is11/22→7/2d 10.0 15.5 6 6.9
FIG. 13. Signature-splitting function SsId of 111Rh; dashed line
experiment, continuous line theory.
FIG. 14. Signature-splitting function SsId of 113Rh; dashed line
experiment, continuous line theory.
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spins as two bands. One branch we have somewhat arbi-
trarily labeled as band (1). The other in 111Rh is labeled band
(7). There are similarities in 113Rh, but there are fewer levels
above the backbend. If these higher bands showed a spacing
pattern in which the members of the same spin systemati-
cally approached degeneracy with increasing spin, we might
think that they constituted a chiral doubling, as defined by
Frauendorf [12]. While the best candidates for chiral dou-
bling are odd-odd nuclei, we have the theoretical conditions
for chirality in the three-quasiparticle bands with a g9/2 pro-
ton (hole) and aligned h11/2 neutron (particle) pair within a
triaxial well. That is, the proton hole angular momentum
should align along the longest axis, the neutron pair along
the shortest axis, and the rotational angular momentum along
the axis of intermediate length, along which the moment of
inertia is greatest. The chiral doubling is by no means the
only way to generate such similar high-spin bands. With
three large particle-angular-momentum vectors and a
rotational-angular-momentum vector there are many slight
changes in coupling that can generate close-lying levels with
the same spin and parity. The chiral doubling may thus be
obscured by configuration mixing of many couplings.
V. INTERPRETATIONS OF ODD-ODD RHODIUM
ISOTOPES 110 AND 112
We have been able to identify only one band in 110Rh and
a very similar band in 112Rh, plus a sideband of two mem-
bers. Above the 8− level there is a remarkable series of simi-
lar bands in odd-odd rhodium and in silver isotopes all the
way down to 55 neutrons, close to the 50-neutron closed
shell. See Fig. 10 of Duffait et al. [10]. Fotiades et al. [7]
measured heavier odd-odd rhodiums up through 112Rh,
showing the similarities of this band with spacings gradually
decreasing with mass number. Duffait et al. [10] show a
continuation of the band for two transitions below spin 8.
Fotiades et al. [7] showed only the transitions above spin 8.
We show in our level scheme three lower-energy transitions
below spin 8 for 110Rh and two for 112Rh. With the new
crossover transitions the bands in 110,112Rh have a different
appearance.
The band at higher spins is thought to be a case where an
odd g9/2 proton and odd h11/2 neutron and the core collective
angular momentum are all aligned. The structure problem is
complicated by the fact that the g9/2 proton orbital is about
half filled at Rh sZ=45d. The h11/2 neutron orbital is unfilled
up to N=70 for spherical shape and somewhat filled for
spheroidal shapes. Explaining the persistence of a base line
spin 8 in a spherical basis might need a spin 7/2 configura-
tion of three proton holes in the g9/2, with the particle-hole
coupling giving one less than the maximum spin lowest in
the multiplet of coupling a 7/2 vector with an 11/2 vector.
We shall not here further speculate on spherical-basis cou-
pling schemes. The heaviest nuclei of the series surely are
deformed, probably prolate spheroidal with uncertain triaxi-
ality. The Table of Isotopes [2] shows for 110Rh that there is
b decay from two isomeric states, with ground state undeter-
mined. The higher-spin states is denoted as spin sø4d. The
best constraint on the spin is a b-decay branch with log ft of
5.8 to a 3− state, and this would not seem to permit a spin
higher than 4. Thus, it is possible that the lowest level in our
level scheme for 110Rh can be this state. The same consider-
ations apply to 112Rh, except that no b-decay branch goes to
a daughter state with definitely claimed spin, and we are left
with the Table of Isotopes [2] tentative assignment of ø4.
Let us look at the level diagram of Skalski et al. [1] in the
prolate region for high-j orbitals that might make up the
band we observe in the odd-odd nuclei. The proton candidate
is the 7/2+f413g. The neutron orbital would be 5/2−f532g.
Those orbitals would make a K=6− bandhead. One would
expect that such a band might barely start with regular IsI
+1d level spacing above which the j vectors would align.
That could produce a band with very close spacing at the
bandhead. There is, however, no clear interpretation of the
level scheme, as it stands. Figure 15 shows the signature
splitting of the odd-odd rhodium isotopes here studied. As is
often observed in similar cases, there is a reversal of sign in
the signature splitting going up the band in 112Rh. The 110Rh
is similar, but its band is not observed high enough to see the
reversal. That would suggest to us at the upper end of the
band that Coriolis coupling (highly spin dependent) into an
irregularly spaced K=0− band dominates and at the lower
end a spin-independent Y22 coupling term from triaxial de-
formation or soft vibration dominates to couple into a K
=0− with opposite signature splitting to the one reached by
Coriolis coupling. The np force between the odd nucleons
should not couple states of different K, but they can couple
states in which the projection quantum numbers V and pari-
ties of the odd-nucleon orbitals simultaneously change, keep-
ing an overall K and parity the same. The triaxial-rotor-plus-
particle model was extended to axially-symmetric odd-odd
nuclei in [28] and also to odd-odd nuclei with a triaxially-
deformed core in [29].
VI. SUMMARY
We have proposed near-yrast level schemes for 111Rh and
113Rh, finding many similarities and some differences from
earlier literature on 107Rh and 109Rh. Further evidence of
shape coexistence in Rh isotopes is provided from the high-
FIG. 15. Signature-splitting function SsId of 110,112Rh; solid and
dashed lines are for the different isotopes, no theoretical calculation
available for two-quasiparticle systems.
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statistics fission-g data of the present work. From comparing
energies and relative intensities with model calculations we
determined that the lowest bands of these odd-even rhodium
nuclei are triaxial, namely, g<28°, but slightly on the pro-
late side. The very small values of BsE2;11/22→7/21d also
indicate triaxiality. The signature splitting in the Rh ground
(yrast) and yrare bands are similar to the case of 135Xe ana-
lyzed earlier [19]. We have observed band crossing (back-
bending) with both branches above the crossing observed in
111Rh and 113Rh, and we have added one higher transition to
109Rh, showing the beginning of a band crossing there also.
We propose that backbending results from alignment of a
neutron pair from the h11/2 orbital. Above the backbend the
two branches show a closeness of levels of the same spin and
parity. This is a hint of possible chirality effects, though con-
figuration mixing may make a firm determination unlikely.
For the odd-odd rhodium nuclei in the work of Fotiades et
al. [7] and the work here reported, only one band is ob-
served, analogous to a high-spin isomeric s8−d band observed
to as low mass number as 102. We report some lower-energy
transitions below the 8− level and determine their multipo-
larities from total conversion coefficients. We also measure a
half-life for an E1 transition. The dynamic moment of inertia
above this alignment is nearly the same in 110Rh and 112Rh as
in the odd-even neighbors 111Rh and 113Rh. However, the
odd-odd bands do not exhibit any higher band crossing up to
frequencies above where the odd-even neighbors backbend.
This behavior supports the idea that the band crossing in the
odd-even nuclei is due to alignment of a neutron pair from
the h11/2 orbital.
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